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Abstract. We consider a random walk on the d-dimensional lattice ΊLά where
the transition probabilities p(x, y) are symmetric, p(x, y) = p(y, x\ different from
zero only if y — x belongs to a finite symmetric set including the origin and are
random. We prove the convergence of the finite-dimensional probability
distributions of normalized random paths to the finite-dimensional probability
distributions of a Wiener process and find our an explicit expression for the
diffusion matrix.

1. Formulation of the Problem and Results

We shall consider Markov chains whose phase space is the cubic d-dimensional
lattice TLd. In the case of discrete time such chains are defined by their transition
probabilities p(x,y\ xeΈd, yeΈd which are replaced by differential transition
probabilities w(x,y\ xeZd, yeΈd in the case of continuous time. We shall discuss
the situation when p(x, y) or w(x, y) are random variables not depending on time.
One says in these cases that one has a random walk in a random environment (see
[1-2]).

There are many physical problems where one encounters similar random
walks. We can mention some problems in crystallography (see [3]), and biophysics
[4]. In this spirit one can discuss kinetic properties of Lorentz gas with random
configurations of scatterers.

The one-dimensional case with possible transitions x - » x ± l is mostly in-
vestigated from the mathematical point of view. The first results are due to Kesten,
M. Kozlov, and Spitzer (see [1]). One can also mention the papers [5-6]. In [6]
the case when p(x, x + ί) and p(x, x — 1) = 1 — p(x, x +1) are identically distributed
was considered. An unexpected result of [6] is that the random walk can be highly
nonuniform and a moving point spends an unusually large part of time in some
regions of Έι. The positions of these regions and the distribution of time depend
on a realization of probabilities p(x,x-\-1).

Quite a different situation arises if one admits the transitions x—»x— 1, x, x+1
and adds the symmetry condition p(x, y) — p{y, x) or w(x,y) = w(y,x). This case is
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